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Contamination by humans on nature has been in an alarming level. This is because human exploiting the nature excessive. In the Wall E movie script obvious the damage impact that is done by humans. Forms of environmental damage used as criticism to analyze this research. Criticism of the environment focused on electronic garbage mounting and can not be broken down by microorganisms. It can worsen for existing environmental conditions on the Earth. In the Wall E movie script, there are two characters give big influence on nature, such as humans and robot.

This research is more use ecocriticism approach as the main theory in analyzing quotation in the Wall E movie script. Ecocriticism approach itself is a theory uses the viewpoint of environmental science. Ecocriticism approach is seen as a theory to analyze the use of nature and shows how the human role and contribution of nature and environmental issues. The researcher used other similar theories relating to the object of study.

The researcher used qualitative descriptive method as method for analyzing citations are discussed. The researcher explains how the role of characters saving the earth which is damaged in the Wall E movie script based on viewpoint ecocriticism. The researcher finds the data which is classified into 34 quotations. Data in this research are the role of human and robot in the Wall E movie script and the percentage of dominant characters related with nature in the Wall E movie script. The quote is taken from the Wall E movie script which is required and relevant to the theory.

The result shows there are two characters that became the dominant in the Wall E movie script, such as humans and robot. Both character have a direct relationship with nature. The character of robot itself is in direct contact with nature as a tool used by humans to help clean up the environment. The character of humans have an important role in the destruction and preservation of nature. They exploit nature, then leave the dirty earth to find a new place for live.

In this case, the character of humans realize that they do not act properly. They tried to return to Earth and fix everything. The return of humans to the Earth are marked by the plants growing around garbage. There is no balance between robots and humans. Human characters have a major role in maintaining and destroy nature. Robot characters are human helper in doing the work.